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Vinyl Acetate 
There are a variety of scientific spectroscopies such as Infrared 
Spectroscopy, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy , 
and X-Ray Fluorescence used to study matter and processes. 
These each use distinct segments of the electromagnetic 
spectrum, and each has signals observed over a range of 
frequencies in its segment. A plot of the intensity of these 
signals vs. frequency often looks similar to an audio signal 
frequency plot. It should therefore be possible to 
mathematically convert a chemical spectral analysis into a 
sound, one which can be recreated through music software. 
Figure 1 and 2 below are examples of two different frequency 
spectra. Both spectra have distinct peaks as well as residual 
noise, the difference being that the Frequency in Figure 1 is 
measured in Hz and that in Figure 2 is measured in ppm. If we 
convert the raw data in Figure 2 from ppm to Hz we should 
find even more similarities between the two frequency plots 
and possible distinct auditory trends between functional 
groups. One of my main goals after determining if there are 
distinct auditory trends between frequencies and different 
types of compounds and if they can be related back to musical 
notes on a piano or other musical instruments, would be to 
look at the practical application of sound within a laboratory 
setting. By bringing sound into a field dominated primarily by 
sight and smell, we could revolutionize the field and bring in 
new minds.  
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 Two Approaches to converting spectral signals to sound: first; use published FTIR 
conversion software and extend it to additional spectral methods. This would 
require code analysis and modifications. OR Acquire our spectra in digitized 
format, as an x vs. y table, and create a conversion algorithm to change the 
spectral frequency range into the audible range. The absorbance values are 
equivalent to sound loudness. The x-axis is converted by a linear scaling 
algorithm. For some spectra like XRF it may be needed to use a non-linear 
function to “spread out” the low frequencies (low energy absorbance). Software 
expertise was sought to change the excel data output to sound on the computer. 
We have been using The NIST Quantitative Infrared Database as well as data off 
of our own Infrared Spectrophotometer to run through the software as well as 
analyze the process. 
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We have not found any auditory trends yet, but we think that we are going to 
end up looking for specific chords instead of each singular note corresponding 
to a specific functional group .  

Functional groups have ranges for where they could appear on IR spectra 
and those ranges can over lap. 

We are also looking into a more automatic way to convert the raw data from 
the spectra into excel or into Octave.  

Not using Octave will give us more control on which peaks are being used. 

Results 

We were successful in taking data acquired with our FTIR and importing the 
data into Octave with an auditory outcome.  
Software limitations on the NMR and XRF are hindering the direct transfer of 
data into Octave at this time. 

The IR Spectra of Vinyl Acetate within Octave using Peak Picking 

Figure 1: Analysis of piano note  Figure 2: FTIR Spectra of 4-Methoxyacetophenone in CDCl3 

Polystyrene Excel Graph representation of Polystyrene in Hz. 
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